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Control system of the grid-connected converter based on a state
current regulator with oscillatory terms
Abstract. This paper presents a state-feedback current controller with oscillatory terms for three-phase grid-connected PWM converters. Use of the
oscillatory terms allows for shaping the sinusoidal input currents of the converter under distorted grid voltage conditions. Linear-quadratic optimization
method is used to calculate the current controller gains. In the converter control structure the state current controller and PI DC-link voltage controller
are used. Mathematical analysis and simulation results of the proposed control system are presented and discussed.
Streszczenie. W artykule przedstawiono regulator pradu
˛ ze sprz˛eżeniem od wektora stanu z rozszerzeniem o człony oscylacyjne opracowany dla trójfazowych przekształtników sieciowych PWM. Wykorzystanie członów oscylacyjnych pozwala na kształtowanie sinusoidalnego pradu
˛ wejściowego prostownika przy odkształconym napieciu
˛
sieci. Współczynniki wzmocnień regulatora pradu
˛ obliczono z wykorzystaniem optymalizacji liniowo-kwadratowej.
W strukturze sterowania przekształtnikiem zastosowano opracowany regulator pradu
˛ oraz regulator PI napiecia
˛
DC-linku. Przedstawiono analiz˛e
matematyczna˛ i omówiono wyniki badań symulacyjnych. (Układ sterowania przekształtnikiem sieciowym wykorzystujacy
˛ regulator stanu ze
sprzeżeniem
˛
od pradów
˛
i sygnałów z członów oscylacyjnych)
Keywords: grid-connected converter, linear-quadratic regulator, current controller, harmonic distortion
Słowa kluczowe: przekształtnik sieciowy, regulator liniowo-kwadratowy, regulator pradu,
˛
odkształcenie wyższymi harmonicznymi

Introduction
Three-phase grid-connected voltage source converters
(VSCs) are reliably used in a wide diversity of industrial applications such as adjustable speed drives [1], renewable
energy systems [2], [3], power conditioning systems [4] or
vehicle-to-grid systems [5]. The conventional control strategies [6] like voltage oriented control (VOC) or direct power
control (DPC) are widely used for DC-link voltage regulation, bidirectional power ﬂow control, power factor correction
and for shaping nearly sinusoidal converter input currents.
These strategies were designed to control only the fundamental component of the current. However, the power quality problems, such as a harmonic pollution, were marginal
through the years when these methods were developed.
Nowadays, the power quality problems are escalating,
primarily due to an increasing number of nonlinear and unbalanced loads connected to the power system. Grid voltage
distortions can cause problems in control of grid-connected
converters, such as distorted and asymmetric AC currents,
dc-link voltage oscillations. Therefore, many of the control
strategies have been proposed for VSC converters operating under the distorted grid conditions. In the case of grid
voltage asymmetry, symmetrical components strategy has
been widely used, e.g. [7]. In order to obtain the sinusoidal grid currents under the distorted grid voltage, a multireference frame system has been proposed [8]. The harmonics are transferred to DC signals and then proportionalintegral (PI) or integral controllers are used to reduce these
current components. Other popular solutions are based on
proportional-resonant (PR) controllers in the rotating [9] or
the stationary frame [10]. The latter solutions involve predictive controllers [11], [12], ﬂatness based controllers [13] or
repetitive controllers [14]. A different approach using a statespace technique is presented in [15] and [16] for the gridconnected PWM converter with LCL ﬁlter based on the pole
placement method. However, knowledge about the proper
location of the closed-loop poles is required. It is helpful to
use a linear-quadratic (LQ) optimization method to calculate
the state feedback matrix gain for a system, for example, like
in [17] and [18]. An LQ controller with the oscillatory term
is used [19], [20], [21] for the constant-amplitude constantfrequency sine wave inverters in previous work.
In this paper a state feedback current controller with

the oscillatory terms for the three-phase three-wire gridconnected converter is presented. The main features of using the oscillatory terms is to obtain sinusoidal symmetrical
grid currents under distorted grid voltage conditions. The 5th,
7th, 11th and 13th harmonics of the grid voltage have usually the largest amplitudes and the L ﬁlter has the weakest
attenuation for these harmonics. Therefore, the high order
harmonic current compensation is applied to 13th. Balancing of the grid currents under unbalanced grid voltage is one
of the frequently proposed approaches [22]. However, some
researches argue that the grid voltage imbalance should not
be modiﬁed by control from the point of view of the grid [23].
In this paper both strategies are considered. The converter
control system has been designed using VOC method. In
order to track space vector grid-voltage angle the 3-phase
lock-loop, based on rotating reference frame, (PLL block) is
used [24]. In the outer DC-link voltage control loop, the PI
controller with an anti-windup is used. The proposed control
strategy (Fig. 2) for three-phase grid-connected PWM converter (Fig. 1) has been veriﬁed in a simulation using Matlab/Simulink environment.
System description
The two-level three-phase grid-connected PWM converter is shown in Fig. 1. It is connected through an inductance ﬁlter to the grid. The R, L and Cdc are the resistance and the inductance of the phase ﬁlter legs and the
DC-link capacitance, respectively. The converter is loaded by
the Rload .

Fig. 1. Three-phase grid-connected PWM converter

The average model of a three-phase active rectiﬁer in dq
coordinates is expressed by (1) to (3) obtained using state-
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Fig. 2. Block diagram of the converter control structure

space average technique [18]. In the presented approach it
is assumed that the vd and vq are an ideal three-phase grid
voltage source in dq frame and vdc is an ideal DC-link voltage
source. Thus:

ref
In order to minimize steady-state error im
x − ix under
constant disturbances, the plant is augmented by integral
terms (8). Therefore, the state vector is augmented by a p
part consisting of pd and pq .

(1)

d
R
1
1
id = − id − vdc dd + ωiq + vd ,
dt
L
L
L

(8)

(2)

d
R
1
1
iq = − iq − vdc dq − ωid + vq ,
dt
L
L
L

where subscript x = {d, q}.
Similarly, in order to minimize a sinusoidal component
ref
of steady-state error im
x − ix , the plant is augmented by
oscillatory terms [9]. One oscillatory term is described by (9).

(3)

d
1
vdc =
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Cdc



3
3
dd id + dq iq − iload
2
2


.

(9)

The converter model given by (1) to (3) is nonlinear because
of the product of the duty cycles dd , dq and the grid currents
id , iq or vdc , respectively. The linear model, on the other
hand, is required for the linear control design. The smallsignal linearization technique is widely used in such cases
[25]. For the state current controller design only the two current equations (1) and (2) are used. This way the linearization
problem can be reduced assuming that vdc is Vdc .
State-space model for the current control design
The state-space model with physical state vector of the
plant for current control design is given by (4). The grid current measurement gain ki is incorporated into this model:

d
x = Ax + Bu + Ev ,
dt

(4)
where:
(5)
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where subscript x = {d, q} and h is the number of compensated pulsation in error current signal.
The state-space model with the state vector augmented
by the auxiliary state variables collected in the p vector (integral part) and the auxiliary state variables collected in the
r vector (oscillatory part) is given in (10). In the abc frame,
ﬁfteen oscillatory terms are needed for the 5th, 7th, 11th and
13th harmonic compensation and for current balancing. After
dq transformations 5th and 7th harmonics become 6th harmonic component and both can be compensated by a single
oscillatory term. Similarly, 11th and 13th harmonics become
12th harmonic. The grid voltage imbalance causes the 2nd
harmonic in the id and iq . Finally, six oscillatory terms are
implemented. Therefore

d
xaug = Aaug xaug + Baug u + Eaug v ,
dt

where:

⎡
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(11) Aaug

m
There are two measurement grid currents im
d and iq ,
which are state variables, the two duty cycles dd and dq as
inputs, and two grid voltages vd and vq as the disturbances
collected in the x, u and v vectors and the three matrices:
A – the state matrix, B – the control matrix and E – the
disturbance matrix. The output equation is deﬁned as follows:
y = Cx, where C is the identity matrix.
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and Qr matrices) are chosen using the rule of thumb saying
that q should be several orders of magnitude smaller and qp ,
qr2 , qr6 , qr12 several orders of magnitude larger than r.

then

Wh = −diag([(hω)2 , (hω)2 ]) ,

(13)

and h = {2, 6, 12}.
There are augmented matrices: Aaug – the augmented
state matrix, Baug – the augmented control matrix, Eaug –
the augmented disturbance matrix. The xaug , u, and v are
represents respectively the new augmented state, the control
and the disturbance vectors.
An LQ current controller with oscillatory terms design
The current control structure with full-state-feedback is
presented in Fig. 3.
-x
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DC voltage controller design
An outer feedback control loop with PI regulator is used
for the DC voltage stabilization. The regulator is tuned by the
systune Matlab’s function [27] using linear average model
of VSC. Before the tuning process the control design requirements must be speciﬁed. The TuningGoal.Rejection
class [28] is used to specify the minimum attenuation proﬁle expected at a point iref
d . The controller output value is
kept within a feasible range, so the reference current is limited. The m-script with the systune function call is given in
Appendix B.
Simulation result - symmetrical grid voltage
The signal waveforms for the VSC operated under symmetrical grid voltage are presented in Fig. 4. in dq frame.
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Fig. 3. Block diagram of the current control structure

For this purpose, the LQ method in the discrete time
domain is applied using lqrd Matlab’s function. Firstly,
the continuous-time model is discretized. Next, the statefeedback matrix Kaug is calculated according to the discrete
state-feedback law:

u(k) = −Kaug xaug (k) ,

(14)

minimizes a discrete cost function:
∞

(15)

J=


T
xT
aug (k)Qaug xaug (k) + u (k)Ru(k) ,

k=0

where Qaug = diag([Q, Qp , Qr ]). The weighting matrices
are given in Appendix A: R – for control states, Q – for
physical plant states, Qp – for auxiliary states in the integral
part, Qr – for auxiliary states in the oscillatory part.
The weighting matrices have been chosen assuming its
diagonal structure. In order to produce the equal contribution
to the cost function the Bryson’s rule [26] has been applied.
For weights collected in R, Q and Qp (see Appendix A) the
r, q and qp are divided by one because the control structure
is already scaled to unity using measurement gain of the grid
current and the control signals are in the range from -1 to 1.
For the weights collected in Qr one of the two weights of
the individual oscillatory term (9) is obtained using scaling by
(hω)2 . The penalty weights q, qp and qr2 , qr6 , qr12 are selected by trial-and-check method. The weights for the physical plant states (Q matrix) and for the auxiliary states (Qp

Fig. 4. Performance of the system with LQI current controller under
5 kW step of load from 0 to 100% and back to 0.

For this case only the proportional and the integral part
of the current controller is used (LQI current control). The
iref
q value is set to zero in order to ensure the unity power
factor regulation. From the top: the grid voltage, the grid
current and the DC-link voltage. The step of Rload from 0
to 100% occurs in 0.15 s and next back to 0 in 0.35 s. The
id current is without overshot after Rload is connected and
about 1 A overshot after Rload is disconnected. The tuned
DC-link voltage controller provides 3% overshoot and settling
time ca. 0.15 s on the DC-link voltage waveform.
Simulation results - distorted grid voltage
The simulated signal waveforms for the VSC operated
under distorted grid voltage in the steady-state is presented
in Fig. 5 to Fig. 7. From the top: the grid voltage, the grid
current, the DC-link voltage. The grid voltage amplitude in
the a phase is decreased by 15% in relation to the nominal
value. The 5% of the 5th and 7th and the 3% of the 11th
and 13th harmonic are added to the grid model. For each
of the presented results the PLL is used [24]. The performance of the system in the steady-state under the distorted
grid voltage conditions without enabling of the MOSC part
is presented in the Fig. 5. In the next step, four oscillation
terms, for h = {6, 12} are applied to reduce the component
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Fig. 5. Performance of the control system under distorted grid conditions with LQI current controller without MOSC part in steady–state.

Fig. 7. Performance of the system under distorted grid conditions
with LQI current control and MOSC part where h = {2, 6, 12} in
steady–state.
.
Table 1. Parameters of the simulation model
Symbol
Vdc
ref
Vdc
V
ω
L
R
Ls
Rs
Cdc
Ts
Rload
ki
kdc
–

Fig. 6. Performance of the system under distorted grid conditions
with LQI current control and MOSC part where h = {6, 12} in
steady–state.

of the pulsations 6ω and 12ω to zero in the error current signals after dq transformation. As a result, nearly sinusoidal
grid currents are obtained as presented in Fig. 6.
In the next step, in order to obtain nearly symmetrical grid current, two new oscillation terms are added, so
h = {2, 6, 12}. As a result, the symmetrical grid current is
obtained as shown in Fig. 7. The value of the DC-link voltage
oscillates because of the power ﬂuctuation. The amplitude
of this oscillation can be reduced by increasing capacitance
of the DC-link. The DC-link voltage ﬂuctuations are transmitted to the iref
d . However, in the case of up to approximately
a dozen percent of the grid voltage unbalance, an additional
attenuation of DC voltage oscillation is usually unnecessary.
The selected model parameters used in simulations are presented in the Tab. 1.
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Value
650 V
1V
325 V
100π s−1
4.0 mH
0.5 Ω
0.1 mH
0.1 Ω
1.0 mF
0.0001 s
84 Ω
1/25 A−1
1/650 V−1
continuous

Description
Nominal DC-link voltage
Reference DC-link voltage
Nominal phase-neutral grid voltage
Nominal pulsation of the grid voltage
Inductance of the input ﬁlter
Resistance of the input ﬁlter
Inductance of the grid
Resistance of the grid
Capacitance of the DC-link capacitor
Switching/sampling time
DC load parameter
Measurement gain of the grid current
Measurement gain of DC-link voltage
Modulation type

Conclusion
A full-state-feedback LQ current controller with the oscillatory terms for the grid-connected PWM converters operated under distorted grid conditions has been developed.
The integral terms have been added to the input of the current controller to obtain a unity power factor. In order to obtain
nearly sinusoidal symmetrical grid current under distorted
grid voltage conditions the oscillatory terms are incorporated
into the current control structure. The dynamic performance
and steady-state behavior of the control system with the inner state current controller and the outer PI DC-link voltage
controller have been veriﬁed in a simulation.
This study was co-ﬁnanced from funds for statutory activity of Faculty of Electrical Engineering Warsaw University
of Technology and from funds provided under a grant titled
“Prostownik aktywny o sinusoidalnym pradzie
˛
wejściowym ze
sterowaniem wykorzystujacym
˛
sprz˛eżenie od wektora stanu”.
Appendix A
The weight matrices for (15):
R = diag([ 1r2 ,

r
]), r = 1;
12
q
Q = diag([ 12 , 1q2 ]), q = 10−5 ;
q
q
Qp = diag([ 1p2 , 1p2 ]), qp = 105 ;
qr2 qr2
qr2
qr2
qr6 qr6
Qr = diag([ 12 , 12 , (2ω)
2 , (2ω)2 , 12 , 12
qr12 qr12
qr12
qr12
, 12 , (12ω)2 , (12ω)2 ]), qr2 = 1010 , qr6
12

qr6
q
, r6 ,
(6ω)2 (6ω)2
12
= 10 , qr12 =

,

1014
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Appendix B
M-script for the DC-link voltage controller tuning:
ST0=slTuner(’Model’,’PI’);
addPoint(ST0,’Id_ref’);
s = tf(’s’);
Req = TuningGoal.Rejection(’Id_ref’,(s+100)/(s+0.1));
Options = systuneOptions(’RandomStart’,10);
systune
[ST1,fSoft,~,Info] = ST0.systune(Req,Options);
writeBlockValue(ST1);
% Model - name of the simulation model file.
% PI - name of the PI-type DC-link voltage regulator.
% Id_ref - name of the line-connected PI reg. output.
% Req - disturbance rejection requires at point Id_ref
% where (s+100)/(s+0.1) is assumed attenuation profile.
% Options - 10 randomized starting points for systune call.
%[ST1,fSoft,~,Info] - the systune output.
% writeBlockValue(ST1) - saving of the results to PI block.
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